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The Communist Alliance, official name The Revolutionary
Communist Alliance, is an enormous leftist region in
Nationstates founded 30 June 2017.
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Typical propaganda
poster from the Inactive
Revolution.

Founding Era (30 June 2017 - 22 November 2017)
The Founding Era, or the period of time between the delegacy of Lennonism and the founding of the
Communist Alliance, has little of note.

Lennonism Era (22 November 2017 - 29 December 2017)
The Lennonism Era can be noted for considerable growth nation-wise and the first four polls, regarding
government, constitution and officers. While there is little actual progress to be considered, it is the
foundation for the region as we know it today.

GDMP-Occupied Era (29 December 2017 - 5 January 2018)
On the 29th of December 2017 four nations, lead by Hilly Timand, lead what
seemed like a coup d'état to the Delegate Lennonism. This coup was actually
an invasion by the GDMP, a little invader and fascist region now occupied by
the Communist Cartel. The government found refuge in the Communist
Cartel and quickly took back the Delegacy.

Post-Lennonism Era (5 January 2018 - 5 April 2018)
The Post-Lennonism Era is plagued by inactivity. Almost three months of little
government action, and the consecutive failure of the passing the second
version of the Lennonism Constitution lead to an unhappy populace. While
the election of the Communications and Diplomacy officer was taking place,
a group of nations with the objective to revitalise the dead government
planned a revolution. April 5th, the group under the banner of the
Luxemburgist Coalition took power, under WA Delegate Red HighValley. This
Inactive Revolution lead the to Revolutionary Era.

Revolutionary Era (5 April 2018 - Now)
The Revolutionary Era is the leader for nation and citizen gain so far, as well as leading with progress.
All modern laws have been passed in this period, as well as needed additions and amendments to the
Constitution. Basically all elections have been held in this Era, as well as the Election for WA Delegate,
which ended with overwhelming support for Red HighValley.

Military History

Operation Red Star - Successful
Objective: Liberation of Communist Alliance Puppet The GDMP
Execution and Analysis:
Invasion by four enemy forces, which three were puppets by a single nation. Reported for WA Rules
Violations, and liberated by The Shi Commune and KentuckyFriedCommunism. Invader, Annalfia, and
its puppets, notably Harenthia The Great, seem to be ex-nations of the GDMP, came to restart the
region (objective shared with the Communist Alliance until the invasion). Certain Regional Message
Post make intelligence believe he could have the support of [REDACTED], which citizens of the GDMP
were directed to evacuate to by [REDACTED], originally met with confusion by Alliance officials, but
then supported.
Conclusion: Liberation successful, region is closed. Region was re-founded without approval by the
Communist Cartel.

Government
Executive

WA Delegate

The WA Delegate is responsible for voting in the World Assembly, running the regional discord and
representing citizens in the Regional Council.

N/A 2 July 2017 15 July 2017 22 November
2017

29 December
2017

5 January
2018 5 April 2018

Office
Created Evratsornanfephez North

Laurentum Lennonism Hilly Timand Lennonism Red
HighValley

Prime Officer
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Regional
Council's Seal

  Luxemburgist Coalition: 4
seats

  Luxemburgist and Proletarian
Coalition: 2 seats

  Neutral: 1 seat
  Empty Seats: 8 seats

Constitutional
Committee's
Seal

  Luxemburgist Coalition: 2
seats

The Prime Officer is responsible for appointing officers, two constitutional committee members and
representing citizens in the Regional Council.

N/A 8 April 2018 3 June 2018
Office Created Dylan Murdoch KentuckyFriedCommunism

Officers

The Diplomacy Officer is responsible for Diplomatic Ties and Embassies. The Security Officer is
responsible for the security of the region internally and internationally. The Research Officer is
responsible for overseeing elections and running the census. The Communications Officer is
responsible for communicating important news to the region. The Homeland Officer is responsible for
keeping the World Factbook updated with news about communism.

Prime Officer Diplomacy
Officer Security Officer Research

Officer
Communications
Officer

Homeland
Officer

Office Created Office
Created Office Created Office

Created Office Created Office
Created

Dylan Murdoch The Shi
Commune KentuckyFriedCommunism N/A Marxist Canada Lennonism

KentuckyFriedCommunism The Shi
Commune Northen Ind Berielmis

Libertarian
Communist
Planets

Marxist Canada Dylan
Murdoch

Legislative and Executive

Regional Council

The Regional Council is composed 15 members, of them 7 are officers. Any member
of the Regional Council can propose a law. Any law with the support of two members
shall be decided by vote. When the Research Officer believes the debate around the
law is finished, a vote will be held lasting two days. All judicial disputes, that don't
regard the constitution, are determined by the RC.
Elected Seats

Election
Date First Seat Second

Seat
Third
Seat

Fourth
Seat

Fifth
Seat

Sixth
Seat

Seventh
Seat

Eight
Seat

Independent Empty Empty Empty Empty Empty Empty Empty
11 April
2018 Zabaykalye Empty Empty Empty Empty Empty Empty Empty

For Appointed Seats, check Officers.

Judicial

Constitutional Committee

In order to determine limits of the powers set by the Constitution,
the Communist Alliance uses the Constitutional Committee, the
highest power in the region. The CC may only be approached with a
request by the WA Delegate, in the name of the people. A four day meeting shall
decide by simple majority whether the request is constitutional. The CC may also
discuss and vote on the constitutionality of laws and the definition of a section of the
constitution by proposal of a member.
Elected Seats

Election
Date First Seat Second Seat Third Seat Fourth Seat

Independent Independent Independent Luxemburgist
Coalition

14 April
2018 KentuckyFriedCommunism Lennonism Scoit Brad Marxist Canada

Appointed Seats

Prime Officer First Appointed Seat Second Appointed Seat
Independent Independent

Dylan Murdoch Zabaykalye Empty
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  Luxemburgist and Proletarian
Coalition: 1 seat

  Neutral: 1 seat
  Empty Seats: 2 seats

Pro-SAFE SIDE Propaganda Poster.

Political Coalitions
This article should be expanded. You
can expand articles by trawling through
the roleplay archives, such as the
NationStates Forums, but please ensure
that the information is either notable, or
in line with the subject's roleplay
parameters.

Present

Luxemburgist Coalition

WIP

Proletarian Coalition

The Proletarian Coalition is a group of socialist or communist nations working to further the conditions
of the working class. It was founded on March 31st, 2018, by Marxist Canada for them and their
puppet states, but over time has gained new members. It has currently never held the position of
Prime Officer or WA Delegate, but has held the position of Communications Officer and Diplomacy
Officer, and held seats in both the Regional Council and the Constitutional Committee.

Past
N/A

Regional Council Laws
SAFE SIDE
Drafted by Councillors Marxist Canada and Red
HighValley.
Preamble
Seeing as internal and external threats challenge the region,
and recognising that better surveillance of these threats will
give our region an advantage, the nations of the Communist
Alliance represented by the First Session of the Regional
Council hereby approve SAFE SIDE.

SAFE SIDE
This article establishes the "Secret Administration of Foreign
Espionage" (SAFE) and the "Service of Internal Defence and
Espionage" (SIDE). Together these two groups will for the
Intelligence Branch of the Security Officer, known as "SAFE
SIDE".

Powers and Guidelines
Members of SAFE SIDE
Operators of SAFE SIDE may not be shared publicly under penalty of treason. List of Operators and
their actions may only be viewed by Regional Council Members.
The Security Officer will be the Head of SAFE, director of operations and responsible for appointing
operators.
The Communications Officer will be the Head of SIDE, director of operations and responsible for
appointing operators.
SAFE
1. SAFE must compile a "Black Book" of all threats posed by nations and regions. These regions will be
closely monitored by SAFE, who may send sleeper nations.
2. When an attack is planned against a hostile region, SAFE may be used to gather intelligence and
cause infighting within the region. Under these circumstances, documents of SAFE may be shared to
Alliance Brigade soldiers.
3. SAFE operations in regions may include:
- Cause Infighting
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- Gain Power Positions
- Coup a Government
- Help Invading Forces or Recruit in the Region.
SIDE
1. SIDE is allowed to suppress or delete any message that poses a threat on the RMB or regional
discord, if Art. 1 § 3 of the Constitution is not breached. Each message suppressed or deleted must be
logged in a message archive. Regional Council Members may look at this archive at any time, and with
a majority vote may restore any RMB post or re-post any message on the Discord that has been
deleted or suppressed.
2. Any nation that seems to pose a threat to the Communist Alliance within the region will be added to
a "White Book". Any nation in the White Book must be closely monitored, and can be ejected and/or
banned by SIDE with a majority vote from the Regional Council.

Rules of War
Drafted by Councillors KentuckyFriedCommunism and Red HighValley.
Preamble
Seeing military actions, offensive and defensive, necessary for the survival of the Region, the nations
of the Communist Alliance represented by the First Session of the Regional Council hereby approve the
Rules of War.
Rules of War
1. This article forms the Kentucky Rifles as the Specialist Military Force of the Communist Alliance. It is
the responsibility of the WA Delegate and of Field Marshals to appoint Kentucky Rifles. The main force
shall be known as the Alliance Brigades, and are appointed by the Prime Officer and by Field Marshals.
All Kentucky Rifles are members of the Alliance Brigades.
2. Military actions have to be supported by the Regional Council (simple majority vote), and the Council
has the responsibility to set the number of Alliance Brigades are to be deployed. The WA Delegate may
deploy Kentucky Rifles without the permission of the Council in cases of emergency.
3. Martial Law, if activated by constitutional limits, is enforced by Alliance Field Marshals and the
Alliance Brigades.
4. The WA Delegate may appoint Field Marshals, that must be confirmed by the Regional Council
(simple majority vote). Field Marshals may promote valiant soldiers to Generals, Colonels and Majors.
All divisions must be lead by a Major or above military rank.
5. A Field Marshal may call a martial court against a disobedient soldier. A vote between Field Marshals
and Generals shall decide if the nation is guilty and if exile is necessary. The accused has a right to a
fair trial and has to have a chance to support his case. If the soldier in question is a Field Marshal or a
General, he will not be present at the voting.

Constitutional Committee Decrees
First Decree by Request of the WA Delegate
Citizen List may be made publicly available.

Second Decree by Request of the WA Delegate
Early Elections are constitutional.

Constitution of the Communist Alliance (V. V)
Preamble
The nations of the Communist Alliance, in order to establish a region for the advancement of the
teachings of Karl Marx and all other communist philosophers, hereby adhere to the Constitution.

Art. 1 – Citizenship
§ 1. Each nation which has resided in Communist Alliance for the duration of seven consecutive days,
member of the World Assembly and which has made at least one post on the Regional Message Board
shall be granted citizenship. Citizenship shall be revoked if a nation is inactive (nation ceased to exist,
ejected from the WA for rule violations, did not post in the discord or regional message board) for over
a month.

§ 2. The WA delegate must keep a record of all citizens, and allow all citizens to view it. Ten days
before the election of the Regional Council, a census must be held, lasting two days. The Research
Officer has the responsibility of organizing the census, and setting parameters. A public anonymous
census will be made available, while only the Research Officer and WA delegate may view the



complete census, but must keep the information secret.

§ 3. Every nation has the right to assembly and freedom of expression. No nation may be deprived of
its rights or citizenship without a fair trial and a chance to support his case. All Citizen Nations have
the right and civic duty to exercise their vote and run in elections, no law may prohibit nations from
supporting any ideology. All votes are equal and free. Non-Citizen Nations may not vote or run in
elections.

§ 4. All votes shall be conducted through Nationstates [see 'Which platform should be used for
elections?'] overseen by the Research Officer (in case of absence of the RO, Art. 3 §3. is applied), and
shall last two days.

Art. 2 – Laws and Amendments
§ 1. Any time more than 1/5 of the citizens of Communist Alliance call for consideration on a certain
issue (through the Regional Message Board, see 'Which platform should be used for elections?', with
no time limit), a vote must be held in the Regional Council to reasonably address the issue (Art. 3 §1).

§ 2. Any member of the Regional Council can propose a law. Any law with the support of two members
shall be decided by vote. When the Research Officer believes the debate around the law is finished, a
vote will be held lasting two days.

§ 3. When a constitutional amendment is proposed, it needs 1/3 of Citizen Nation's support in order to
bring the matter to a vote. Then a 2/3 majority of votes must be in favour of the amendment in order
for it to be adopted into law.

§ 4. When a vote is called concerning the removal of an elected official,1/3 of Citizen Nation's support
in order to bring the matter to a vote. Within a week, the poll must be made, lasting two days. Then, a
2/3 majority of votes must be in favour in order for the elected official to be removed. If the vote
passes, any elected official with the power to do so is obliged to remove the elected official in question.
First from office, then if deemed necessary from the region.

Art. 3 – Government
§ 1. The Regional Council shall be composed 15 members, elected every two months in a proportional
system. 7 members shall be officers (§ 2.-8.). The RC shall vote on laws and amendments following Art.
2. All judicial disputes, that don't regard the constitution, shall be determined by the RC.

§ 2.-8. WA Delegate, Prime Officer, Officers.

§ 2. WA Delegate, who is bound to vote in the World Assembly, and run the regional discord and forum.
Cannot be same Nation as the Prime Officer. Member of the RC. Elected in case of abdication or
misconduct (Art. 2 § 4.).

§ 3. Prime Officer, who is bound by the position to appoint every officer, and to perform their duties
when the office is vacant. The Prime Officer may not appoint the same nation for more than one
Officer position or himself, and remove officers only if the Regional Council is not proposing any new
law or amendment. Member of the RC. Elected every two months, in case of abdication or misconduct
(Art. 2 § 4.).

§ 4. The Diplomacy Officer must seek out any Communist-allied regions and establish communications
and embassies with them. In addition to this, the officer must maintain and strengthen the existing
alliances between Communist Alliance and its allied communist regions. Member of the RC.

§ 5. The Security Officer must keep the region safe from external and internal threats. The officer must
uphold all constitutional obligations—even if it includes dismissing oneself from office. The officer must
report threats to the other officers. If a threat is considered immanent and unavoidable, the officer
may eject any nation. In all other cases, the findings must first be reported and the officers may decide
on what course of action to take. Member of the RC.

§ 6. The Research Officer is in charge of regulating elections and voting, and the census. Member of
the RC.

§ 7. The Communications Officer must communicate any important information to the region whenever
it is necessary for the advancement of the Communist Struggle to do so. The officer may also create



welcome telegrams for the region. Member of the RC.

§ 8. The Homeland Officer must update the World Factbook Entry with any information relevant to the
advancement of the cause of Communism. Member of the RC.

Art. 4 – Constitutional Committee and Special Powers
§ 1.-3. Constitutional Committee.

§ 1. In order to determine limits of the powers set by the Constitution, the Communist Alliance
establishes the Constitutional Committee, the highest power in the region.

§ 2. The CC shall have 6 Member Nations, two appointed by the Prime Officer (limitations applied to
officers in Art. 3 § 3. are applied to Member Nations), four elected once every 8 months.

§ 3. The CC may only be approached with a request by the WA Delegate, in the name of the people. A
four day meeting shall decide by simple majority whether the request is constitutional. The CC may
also discuss and vote on the constitutionality of laws and the definition of a section of the constitution
by proposal of a member.

§ 4.-7. Special Powers.

§ 4. WA Delegate Special Powers.

4.1 – Pardon
May pardon any Nation in the region. No more hostile actions may be taken against the Nation. Can be
overturned by a simple majority vote in the Regional Council.

4.2 – Veto
May veto any law or amendment from the Regional Council or a public vote. Must approve the law or
amendment if it passes once more. A law or amendment cannot be vetoed again if already vetoed by
another elected official.

4.3 – Martial Law
All laws are to be rendered void, as the constitution (unless mentioned otherwise in this article) and
elections paused. All Nations must either endorse the democratically elected WA Delegate or leave the
region (non World Assembly members are exempt). A password may be implemented on the region.
May not be activated two days earlier than an election. Art. 2 § 4. is not rendered void, martial law will
be deactivated in case of misconduct.

§ 5. Prime Officer Special Powers.

5.1 – Veto
May veto any law or amendment from the Regional Council or a public vote. Must approve the law or
amendment if it passes once more. A law or amendment cannot be vetoed again if already vetoed by
another elected official.

5.2 – Martial Law
All laws are to be rendered void, as the constitution (unless mentioned otherwise in this article) and
elections paused. All Nations must either endorse the democratically elected WA Delegate or leave the
region (non World Assembly members are exempt). A password may be implemented on the region.
May not be activated two days earlier than an election. Art. 2 § 4. is not rendered void, martial law will
be deactivated in case of misconduct. May not last more than one month.

§ 6. Security Officer Special Powers.

6.1 – Martial Law
All laws are to be rendered void, as the constitution (unless mentioned otherwise in this article) and
elections paused. All Nations must either endorse the democratically elected WA Delegate or leave the
region (non World Assembly members are exempt). A password may be implemented on the region.
May not be activated two days earlier than an election. Art. 2 § 4. is not rendered void, martial law will
be deactivated in case of misconduct. May not last more than two days.

§ 7. Regional Council Special Powers.
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7.1 – Honorary Citizenship
The Regional Council may bestow Honorary Citizenship onto any nation. Requires a simple majority
vote, and will give the nation full citizenship status.
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